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(8703) J. M. L. asks: 1. Will you 
please give me the two laws of thermo
dJ'nurnies " L The first la w of thermo
dynamics is: "\Vhenever work is performed 
by the agency of heat, an amount of heat dis
appears equivalent to the work performed; 
and whenever mechanical work is spent in 
generating heat, the heat generated is equiva
lent to the work thus spent." (De Schanel.) 
The formula is lV=JH . W is the work in 
foot-pounds, if English measures are used; H 
the degrees which one pound of water would 
be raised in temperature by the heat; and J, 
Joule's equivalent, 772 foot-pounds, as deter
mined by Joule, or 773 foot-pounds as re
determined lately by Rowland. The second 
law is variously stated by different authors. 
Perhaps the simplest form of the law is: "It is 
impossible for a self-acting machine, unaided 
by any external agency, to convert heat from 
one body to another of a higher temperature." 
(Clausius.) Another form is: "The efficiency 
of a completely reversible engine is indepen
dent of the nature of the working substance, 
and depends only on the temperature at which 
the engine takes in and gives out heat; and 
the efficiency of such an engine is the limit 
of possible efficiency for any engine." (De 
Schanel.) 2. If the specific heat of gold is 
0.03:!44, what weight of it at 470 degs. C. 
will raise 1 kilogramme of water from 12.3 
degs. to 15.7 degs, C.? A. The water is to 
be raised 3.4 deg. C. 1,000 grammes require 
1,000 calories per degree of rise of tempera
ture, and for 3.4 deg. rise require 3,400 
calories. The gold is to lose 470 deg. -15.7 
deg., or 454.3 deg. One gramme of gold gives 
out 0.03244 calorie for each degree of loss of 
temperature, and for 454.3 deg. will give off 
0.03244 X 454.3 = 14.737 calories. A8 many 
grammes of gold will be required as 3, 400 con
tains 1 4.737, which is 230.7 grammes of gold. 

(8704) T. A. says: The following 
method is given in "Cyclopedia of Receipts" 
for deodorizing petroleum: Mix chloride of 
lime with petroleum in the proportion of three 
ounces to each gallon of the liquid to be puri
fied. It is then introduced into a c ask. Some 
muriatic acid is added and the mixture is well 
agitated, so as to bring the whole of the liquid 
into intimate contact with the chlorine gas. 
Finally the petroleum is passed into another 
vessel containing slaked lime, which absorbs 
the free chlorine and leaves the oil sufficiently 
deodorized and purified. Can you suggest the 
quantities required of muriatic acid and slaked 
lime? Also if the cask should have one end 
open or agitated with the bung in'! Is there 
any danger attending this process? A. The 
quantities of muriatic acid and slaked lime 
to be used in deodorizing petroleum are not 
important. If an excess of acid were used, it 
would disappear when the liquid is passed 
through the lime. Probably 3 fluid ounces 
per gallon will be sufficient to furnish enough 
chlorine for the �process. Similarly, the bung 
may be in or out of the cask. There will not 
be excessive pressure in the operation; yet 
if the cask is open, the escape of chlorine will 
not be very annoying in the open air. The 
only danger we can see in the work is the 
inhaling of chlorine gas. This Would be dis
agreeable, and if a large quantity were taken 
into the lungs, it would be dangerous. 

(8705) P. E. J. asks: Does liquid 
when boiling give off air in the shape of 
bubbles which pass to the surface? If this is 
the case, why does mercury do so if this metal 
is always used to extract air from tubes, etc.: 
Or is it only the vapor of IIg that bubbles: 
A. When a liquid is boiling it is giving off 
its own vapor into the air, if it has been heated 
for a time sufficient to drive off the contained 
air. Even mercury contains air under ordinary 
conditions. Only after it has been heated is 
the air driven out. In filling a barometer tube 
the mercury is boiled to get rid of its con
tained air, which would injure the vacuum. 

(8706) W. C. P. asks: Some few years 
ago I saw on sale a self-lighting gas-tip which 
I believe was referred to as a platinum sponge. 
Have you any publications which treat on 
this subject, its principle and method of con
struction: A. Self-lighting gas jets are made 
by placing a lump of spongy platinum so that 
the gas will strike it. The absorbing power of 
the sponge is very great and the absorbed gas 
becomes so hot that the sponge is heated to 
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a red heat and ignites the gas. Platinum 
sponge can be obtained from dealers in chemi
cals. It is simply the Doebereiner's lamp or 
philosopher's lamp, as it was called, which was 
used for lighting lamps, etc., before the in
vention of the friction match. The sponge 
for some reason soon loses its efficiency. 

(8707) J. H. asks: I. Can you tell 
me if it is possible to get mica in solution, 
if so, how'! A. Mica is not soluble. It may be 
ground to a powder and formed into a paste 
with shel'tac or some varnish. 2. Is there any 
form of silica soluble in water, or any other 
simple solvent: A. There are soluble silicas. 
Soluble glass, sodium silicate, or potassium 
silicate, is of this sort. These substances are 
often called water glass. 3. I once saw some 
small clay vessels made on the potter's wheel; 
after a vessel was finished, the exhibitor 
poured some transparent liquid upon it from 
a bottle, which glazed and hardened it at 
once. Can you give a formula for such a 
liquid: A. You will find a large number of 
formulas for glazes in the "Scientific American 
Cyclopaodia of Recipes," price $5 by mail. 
\Ve do not know to what glaze you refer in 
your inquiry. 

(8708) W. J. B. asks: 1. What gas has 
the most ascending power to the square inch: 
How much ascending power has it to the 
square inch: A. Hydrogen is the lightest gas 
known, and has therefore the greatest lifting 
power in a balloon; 1,000 cubic feet will lift 
seventy pounds. 2. Can this gas stand being 
slightly compressed: A. Hydrogen can be 
compressed to any extent. 3. Can you give 
a receipt for partially or wholly petrifying 
wood and leather: A. If wood be soaked in 
copperas or sulphate of copper and dried, and 
the process be repeated till the wood is thor
oughly saturated with the chemical, its struc
ture when burned will remain in the peroxide 
of iron left. Petrified wood in nature is an
other thing. This is probably formed by the 
slow action of silica. As a particle of wood 
decays a particle of silica takes its place, and 
finally all the vegetable matter is replaced 
by mineral matter. This process has not been 
imitated artificially. 

(8709) J. D. C. writes: Please send 
me a receipt for keeping cider sweet. Please 
tell me also if it will stay sweet in vinegar 
barrels. A. To preserve cider without fer
mentation, it is necessary that it be ma de 
from good fruit, rejecting all decayed apples, 
and keeping all apparatus in a clean and 
sweet condition during the manufacture of 
the cider. The barrels or casks into which 
it is put must also be clean and sweet. Vine
gar barrels cannot be used, since they already 
contain the germs of fermentation. SCIENTIFIC 
AMERICAN SUPPLE)IENT No. 313, price ten 
cents, contains instructions for making and 
preserving cider. In addition to the preser
vatives given in that article, you may use 
salicylic acid, one half ounce to a cask of 
fifty gallons. It is important to exclude the 
air as much as possible from the cask all the 
time, and to avoid stirring up the preservative 
from the bottom of the cask where it set
tles. 

(8710) M. O. C. asks: Can you in-
form us how to copper common iron castings 
without a battery so they will not rust, or 
how to whiten them by dipping'! A. To copper 
iron castings, the articles must be made per
fectly clean, and then dipped in a solution of 
1'h pounds copper sulphate in water to which 
1 ounce sulphuric acid has been added. They 
are then washed and dried. 

(8711) D. E. asks: Please let nre 
know if there is a cheap and simple way to 
change 110-volt 1 1-5 ampere alternating cur
rent to a steady current: A. A rotary trans
former is the only practical way to change 
an alternating to a direct current. This is a 
motor run by the alternating current and hav
ing a winding leading to a commutator, by 
which the direct current is taken off at the 
other end of the shaft of the machine. 

(8712) H. B. says: 1. I have a closed· 
circuit battery in which "there are two plates 
of carbon and one plate of zinc. \Vhat would 
be the solution I could use in this battery to 
Lest advantage: A. Use a bichromate solu
tion or a chromic acid solution. 2. In winding 
the field magnet and the armature core of an 
electric motor, is it absolutely necessary that 
the same gage wire be used: That is, must 
the wire on the field be the same size as the 
wire on the core? A. No. The gage of wire 
is determined by calculation and one may be 
either larger, the same size or smaller than 
the other. 

(8713) W. H. asks: Please give me 
the best formula for a dry primary battery. 
A. One of the best dry cells is said to be 
filled with the following mixture: Oxide of 
zinc, 1 part by weight; sal-ammoniac, 1 part; 
plaster of Paris, 3 parts; chloride of zinc, 1 
part; water, 2 parts. 

(8714) J. H. asks: 1. In a trans-
former supplied with a two or three-phase 
current how does the winding differ in said 
transformer from a single-phase: Is there only 
one primary circuit? A. A transformer may 
have any one of several forms of winding for 
its secondary, on two and three phase cur
rents. In America it is common to use !l 
separate transformer in each phase of a three
phase circuit. Many diagrams of connections 
and wiring may be found in Sheldon's "Alter' 

(GIJntinued on page �48) 
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(8715) A. S. asks: Can a waterwheel 
drive anything, or give power, if its speed is 
increased by any motor over the speed which 
the water imparts to it '! In other words, if 
it is driven faster than it would run being 
released from all load. A. A waterwheel given 
an increased speed by means of a motor will 
give less. power from the action of the water 
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five feet in the air, inflated with illuminating 
gas '! A. About twenty-five cubic feet of il
luminating gas are required to lift one pound. 
The weight of the balloon is ineluded in the 
weight lifted, of eourse. 2. What kind of 
paper can be used for making small balloons 
and wh�re can it be had: A. Any sort of 
paper may be used for making a balloon. The 
paper would need to be varnished to enable 
it to retain the gas. which would otherwise 
pass easily through the pores of the paper and 
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e QUE.EN. & CO., INC. 
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VVA N TED Little Giant Double Grip range pOSSIble m whIch respIratIOn IS healthy ��m gg����. Little Giant and �o harm can come to a person from using' 
There's a chance for a live man in every town of 10,000 Improved, the all'. 3. "'hat volume of water should the inhabitants or over to doubie his present income easily 

eUSHI0X� and PJLLOWiil. 

8�����.DJ��I_ atmosphere of a room 16 feet x 10 feet x 10 :fl,�e1�i��lie !fis;i��n:',J�al��'} 
an exhibition parlor or 

tin�-on feet contain with the humidity normal and the 
gg�';,������ temperature at 75 deg. F? A. At 75 degrees 
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FIRST PRIZE AT COT,TTMBIAN "EXPOSITTON, 1393. temperature in a room. Under these condi

" WOLVERINE" 
Gas and Gasoline Engines 

STATIONARY and MARINE. 
'�\Volverine" is the only reversible 

MarineGus Engine on the market. 
It is the lighte8t engine for its 
power. Requires no licensed en
gineer. Absolulely sate. Mfd. by 
WOLVERINE MOTOR WORKS, 

12 Uuron Street, . Grand Rapids. Mich. 
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tions the ail' contains 6 grains of water per 
cubic foot. 4. Would the air in the l iving 
rooms of a house eontain more moisture (vol
ume) at the point of saturation than the nor
mal atmosphere outside? A. The air in a 
room, if at a higher temperature than the out
side air and saturated, will contain more 
weight of water than the air outside. This, 
however, cannot be realized except by artifi
cial means, since the air which enters the 
room and is heated will by heating have its 
degree of saturation reduced. Its relative 
humidity will become lower, while the number 
of grains per cubic foot will be the same as 
before it entered the room. 

(8718 ) x. asks: Does Mr. Edison 
send up an electric star so people from miles 

J ANU AR Y --JUNE, 1902. away can see it·! A.' There can be no such 
278 Illustrations. 120 Pages, 6 Tint.Blocks. thing as an electric star. Any one who knows 

The Thirty-Third VDlume of this beautifully illustrated the amount of the curvature of the earth in 
������I�

a
K�*�

o ����?lrm�l'f��'i:
e
�g�prisinl< the an approximately level country will know that 

an electric light cannot possibly be hoisted high 
• • •  SPE.CIAL FEATURES . • • enough on a pole to be visible from afar. IL I. USTRATIONS • • •  

The volume contains 6 tinted cover pages and 278 
Hlust:I:ations, including many flne examples of 
recent· dwellings, gardens, views of groups and 
estates, interiors, exteriors and plans. Photo
graphs of agricultural detai Is, porches, doorways, 
1¥g�t��8£rt;ilg�:���b���I��A�f�lo��%r;lf::��'d� 
from specially taken vhotograpbM and are not ob· 
tainable elElewhere. Most of the houses are ac
companied with full sets of plans. TALKiil WITH ARCHITECTS • • •  

This interesting series of conversations with emi
nent architects by Mr. Barr Ferree comprises im
gortant talks with Mr. TbOlnas Hastings on "Some 
0��r����:;Ote;;:�e�1riI�b8�h,!i��}��;'I;;lk�� 
Mr. Charlea A. Rich on H The Development of the 
Small College"; Mr. John Galen Howard un uThe 
Bea']x-Arts Architects"i Mr . .T. Monroe Hewlett 
on .. The Architect and tbe Municipality"; and 
Mr. George L. Morse on .. The Durability of Steel 
Construction." EDITORIAL ARTICLES • • •  

Suggestive d iscussions on timely subjects for the 
home-builder: '"Municipal Art"; "Roads and 
Houses 1 ; ., Washington the Magniflcent ": "The 
House and the- Terrace " i H The Art of Home
Buildin2"i .. Kitchen Ends and Back Yards." 

'Yhat, then, is seen to give rise to the idea '! 
It is doubtless the evening star near its set
ting, or some bright star which happens to be 
in a position to be seen in the direction of 
�lr. Bdison's home from the point of view of 
the observer. We think that is all there is 
in the question. 'rhat 111'. Bdison sends up 
an electric. light for this purpose has been 
denied over and over again. 

(8719) S. V, T. asks: In what leap 
year did February begin with Sunday, the first 
of the said month, and end with Sunday, the 
29th of said month? What year will the 
same dates happen again? A. A common year 
of 365 days has 52 weeks and 1 day; henee 
it begins and ends on the same day of the 
week, and each year begins one day of the 
week later than the year before it. A leap 
year has 52 weeks and 2 days; hence it ends 
one day in the week later than it began, and DEPAR'J'MENTS. • • the year following a leap year begins two days 
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•• New Building Patents 11 i '" Publishers' Depart- facts in mind. it is very easy to count forward 
ment." and backward and find a leap year beginning 
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abound. with practical suggestions and its illustrations There are rules better than the above for cal-
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S clllating dates, past and future, but for find-Price. Expre .... Paid. $2.00 ing a day in a year near at hand this seems to 

MUNN & CO., Publishers, 361 Broadway, New York I be the simplest method. 

"Keyless Clocks" 
They are self-winding, run for a year, and are just 

being introduced to the public. 'l�he old style clOCks are going out of date-these new style will be preferred 
everywhere. Able parties having $500 or Over to invest 
should write us at once. 

Style tao Cam.p )1attress witl:! Pillow attached. 
Also showing :\lattres8 deflated. 

Clean and Odorless, will not absorb moisture. 
Can be packed in small space when not in use. 

lW" Send fm' lllustrated Oatalogue. THE UNITED !olTATES CLOCK CO. 
Executive Offices: 4U5 Broome St., New York City. MECHANICAL PABRIC CO., PROVIDENCE, R. J. 

AGOOD INVESTMENT 
For $t.,a :O��1�l�eiJ?J.Yoi1��;:rthnfJlffti�aAt� 

, ...... �-, 1 12=inch Pipe cut off and 
• Threaded with ease hy one 

.� man anc�lO 
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. tions for learning TELEGRAPH OPFRATING. 
Afascir.ating study 

th at w il1 en able you 
to earn good wages. Send 25 cents for uni
... versal dating stamp, 

\::��;( PATENT OlE STOCK L--�"�'-'-' Smaller sizes prOpfwtltJl],ltely ... f>a.sy. Send for Catalogue. by mail, postpaid. 
Send for our catalog. 

Est.abHshed 187R 
BUNNELL & Co., Inc., 20 Park Place, New York, 

M.'CHlNE No.30. THE CURTIS & CURTIS CO .. 
Range )4-2 in.B. & L. 6 Garden St" Bridgeport. Conn. 

• • • •  NOVV' READY • • • •  

Twenty-Third Edition Revised and Greatly Enlarged. 

Experimental 
Science GOO:'::� ';:�in' 

2 Octavo Volumes. 

J ,lOO Pages. 900 I11ustrations. 

Cloth Bound, Postpaid, $5.00. 
Half Morocco, Postpaid, 7.00. 

Or Volumes Sold Separately: 
Cloth, �3.oo per Volume. 

Half Morocco, $4.00 per Volume. 

E
XPERIMENTAL SCIENCE is so well known to many of our 

readers that it is hardly necessary now to give a rlescr11?tion of 
this work. Mr. Hopkins decided some months ago tha t 1t would 
be necessary to prepare a new edition of this work in order that 
the many wonderful discoveries of modern times might be fully 

described in its pa�es. Since the last edition was published, wonderful 
developments in wueless telegraphy, for example, have been made. It 
was necessary, therefore, that a good deal of new matter should be 
added to the work in order to make it thoroughly up· to· date, and with 
this object in view some 200 pages have been added. On account of the 
increased size of the work It has been necessary to divide it into two 
volumes, handsomely bound in buckram. It may be interesting to note 
the following additions that have been made to these volumes: 

Volume I contains in addition to a large number of siJ1lple, well 
illustrated experiments,. a full description of a 3i H. P. electric motor 
made expressly for illustration in this edition of "EXPERIMENTAL 
SCIENCE ." It is an ENCLOSED SELF-REGULATING electric motor for a 
110 volt circuit. It can be operated by a current from a no. volt lamp
socket, yielding a full � H. P., or it may be used as a dynamo, furnish
ing a current capable of operating three 16·candle power, no volt incan
descent lamps. The construction of the machine is perfect enough to 
admit of enlarging or reducing its size if desired. 

Volume II contaius much on the general subject Df electricity 
besides new articles of great importance. Among these the subject of 
alternate current machinery is treated. Wireless Telegraphy and Tele
phony receive attention. Electrical Measuring Instruments, The Electric' 

Clock, The Telegraphone. Experiments in High Voltage, The Nernst Lamp, and Measuring the Heat 
of the Stars are all thoroughly iIIuslrated and described. 

The unprecedented sale of this work shows conclusively that it is the book of the age for 
teachers, students, experimenters and all others who desire a general knowledge of Physics or Natu
ral Philosophy. 

SEND POR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR. 

MUNN CO.. Publishers, 36) Broadway, New York. 
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